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ABSTRACT  

The transactive response DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) is associated with several 

diseases such as Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Frontotemporal lobar 

degeneration (FTLD) due to pathogenic aggregations. In this work, we examined the dimer, 

tetramer and hexamer models built from the RRM domains of TDP-43 using molecular 

dynamics simulations in combination with the protein-protein docking. Our results show 

that the parallel β-sheet layers in the RRM1 domains in these oligomer models were formed 

energetically favorable, which provide the potential binding sites in the aggregation process. 

The closeness of the parallel β-sheet layers from small oligomer models gradually 

expanded to large ones through the communication of the interaction between α1/α2 helices 

of RRM domains, which enhanced the binding affinities and interactions in these 

aggregation models to further promote the aggregation. Using the repeatable-

superimposing method based on the tetramer models, we propose a new aggregation 

mechanism of RRM domains in TDP-43 which mediates the formation of large aggregation 

structure with the repeated, helical and rope-like characteristics. These new insights help 

to understand the amyloid-like aggregation phenomena of TDP-43 protein in ALS and 

FTLD diseases. 
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Introduction  

Many human neurodegenerative diseases are correlated with the abnormal 

accumulation of proteins in the neuron tissues 1–3. Recent evidence has further connected 

progressive disorder diseases of Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Frontotemporal 

lobar degeneration (FTLD), Alzheimer's disease (AD) to the aggregation or polymer 

formation of proteins 4–7. The transactive response RNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) is 

not only a primarily nuclear RNA-binding proteins but also one of the potential aggregation 

proteins 8. It has been evidenced that aggregation in nervous tissues of wild-type TDP-43 

is a potential risk in ALS and FTLD 9–11. Therefore, investigation of TDP-43 aggregation 

mechanism has gained momentum in recent years 12–14. 

TDP-43 was first discovered in 1995 15 and is implicated in mRNA metabolism, such 

as mRNA transport, mRNA stability, pre-mRNA splicing and miRNA processing 8. TDP-

43 contains 414 amino acids 15 and consists of one N-terminal domain (NTD), two repeated 

RNA recognition motif domains (RRM domains), one C-terminal domain (CTD) and 

linking loops 16. The domain schematic is shown in Figure 1a. Specifically, NTD (residues 

1-101) includes one α-helix, six β-strands and several loops 17, while CTD (residues 274-

414) contains a helix-turn-helix structure and unstructured loops 18. RRM domains feature 

two independent domains including two α-helixes (α1, α2) and five β-strands (β1-β5), 

namely RRM1 (residues 102-176) and RRM2 (residues 192−267), with a α-linker loop 

between the two domains 19 (Figure 1b). The aggregation phenomena mostly mediated by 

independent NTD and CTD have been extensively investigated in vivo and in vitro 20–24. 

However, previous studies are not much focus on the RRM domains. Recently, some other 

studies have shown that the interaction of TDP-43 with nucleic acids are mainly achieved 

by RRM domains to result in aberrant assembly, which plays an important role in 

pathological aggregation of TDP-43 25–27. Moreover, it has been documented that RRM 

domains have the amyloid-like aggregation characteristics 13. The amyloid-like structures 
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in RRM1 and RRM2, such as a parallel β-sheet layer, exposes one side of β-sheet of RRM 

and facilitates protein-protein aggregation or protein-RNA interaction, which further 

supports the effectiveness of RRM1 and RRM2 in promoting TDP-43 aggregation to result 

in an amyloid-like structure formation 1,13,28. In addition, RNA was shown to be an 

important factor in preventing aggregation of TDP-43 29–32. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of two mutated structures (D169G and K263E) 

of RRM domains have been reported, which predicted the mutation leading aggregation 

tendency 33. Protein-protein docking studies indicated that the cysteine residues in NTD 

contribute to aggregation propensity 34. Atomistic MD simulations studies helped elucidate 

the structural stability and the unfolding dynamics of NTD and RRMs, revealing that non-

native unfolded intermediate ensembles induced oligomerization and aggregation of TDP-

43 35,36. MD studies have also shown that the 341–366 segment of CTD in was able to drive 

aggregation of the entire TDP-43 protein 37. However, theoretical studies on the 

aggregation structures of wild RRM domains of TDP-43 are scarce so far. Especially, 

detailed aggregation processes by which small oligomers promote large oligomers leading 

to an amyloid-like aggregation of TDP-43 are elusive but necessary to understand the 

aggregation mechanisms of RRM1 and RRM2. To gain a deeper understanding of the 

structural and dynamical basis for the aggregation mechanism and the oligomerization 

process of RRM domains in TDP-43, we used protein-protein docking to build the initial 

structures of dimer, tetramer and oligomer models and carried out MD simulations with 

free energy calculations at atomic levels. Our main objectives were: (1) To establish as 

many small oligomer models as possible of RRM1 and RRM2, calculate and compare their 

stabilities; (2) To elucidate the possible aggregation mechanism by which small oligomers 

promote large oligomers. This study will help better understand the RRM domains 

amyloid-like aggregation mechanism. Our models may be used for developing novel drugs 

in ALS and FTLD diseases. 
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Results 

Model building and characteristics of monomer models of RRM domains  

Because of the importance of RRM1 and RRM2 in TDP-43 aggregation 13,27,38, we 

have chosen them to investigate the aggregation mechanism. Given the absence of the 

intact experimental structures of RRM domains, we built the model structure of RRM1- 

RRM2 together with the linking loop (designated as monomer RRM12 model) using the 

individual RRM1 and RRM2 NMR structures (PDB codes: 2CQG and 1WF0), and the 

linking loop between the two RRMs in the RNA-bound RRM domains structure (PDB code: 

4BS2). The structural construction detail is shown in Supplementary Section S1. The model 

system was explicitly solvated in a rectangular TIP3P water box with the solvent shell 

extended to 8Å in all directions of this model. 19 Na+ and 16 Cl− counterions were added 

to achieve electroneutrality and to satisfy the experimental ionic strength of 75 mM for the 

RRM12 model13. This counterion process was used to other aggregation models.  

The RRM12 model was subjected to 50 ns MD simulation. The root-mean-square 

deviation (RMSD) values of all backbone atoms referenced to the corresponding starting 

structure over the MD trajectory were examined to determine if the system had attained 

equilibrium (Figure 2a). It is often considered that small RMSD values of one simulation 

indicate a stable state of the system, also suggest that the newly constructed RRM12 model 

can satisfactorily reproduce the experimental structures. The RRM12 model reached 

equilibrium after 40 ns, and the energies were stable during the remainder of the simulation. 

Next, the equilibrated conformation of this model was extracted by recording 5000 

snapshots at 2 ps time-interval of the trajectory between 40 ns and 50 ns of simulation time. 

The corresponding average structure of RRM12 model is shown in Figure 2b. In this 

average structure, RRM1 and RRM2 are connected by a small α-helix as the flexible linker. 

Both domains display a similar conformation, i.e. the five β-strands of β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 

forming a curved sheet layer. This calculated monomer RRM12 model will be prepared to 
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construct the oligomer aggregation models for the investigations of the aggregation 

mechanisms of RRM domains of TDP 43 protein.  

 

The structure and interaction characteristics of dimer models of RRM domains  

Structure analysis of dimer models 

To explain the aggregation process of RRM domains of TDP-43, the initial dimer 

models were produced from the average conformation of the calculated RRM12 model by 

protein-protein docking method using ZDOCK (http://zdock.umassmed.edu/) 39. Five 

dimer models were selected from the top 250 docking results with the high ZDOCK scores. 

The details of the docking procedure are available in Supplementary Section S2. Finally, 

MD runs of 50 ns for five models were carried out by following the same protocol above. 

Based on the similar trajectory analysis, MD simulations for all five dimer models 

reached equilibrium after 40 ns, RMSD of the five dimer models are shown in Figure S1a-

e and the corresponding energies were found to be stable during the remainder of the 

simulation. Therefore, the equilibrated conformations were extracted between 40 ns and 50 

ns of simulation times (Figure 3). Based on the monomer RRM12 model (Figure 2b), their 

two long sides and two short sides are respectively called “shoulder-α”, “shoulder-β”, and 

“head-1”, “head-2”. The shoulder-α represents the side consisted of two α2-helixes in 

RRM1 and RRM2, and the shoulder-β side consisted of two β-sheet layers in RRM1 and 

RRM2, respectively. Both of two side represent a linking loop (or the α-helix-linker) 

between RRM1 and RRM2; The head-1 and head-2 represent the side consisted of α1, α2 

helixes in RRM1, and the side consisted of β-sheet layer tail in RRM2, respectively (Figure 

2b). The five dimer models are termed as SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and H1H1/D 

models with three classified groups of shoulder-to-shoulder, i.e. SαSβ/D and SβSβ/D models, 

shoulder-to-head, i.e. SβH1α/D and SβH1β/D models, and head-to-head, i.e. H1H1/D model, 

respectively (Figure 3).  

http://zdock.umassmed.edu/
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It can be seen from the average structure in Figure 3a that the SαSβ/D model presents 

that the α-helix linker between RRM1 and RRM2 in the shoulder-α side of one monomer 

RRM12 model (cyan in Figure 3a) contacts diagonally to two curve β-sheet layers of 

RRM1 and RRM2 domains in the shoulder-β side of the other monomer RRM12 model 

(green in Figure 3a). In Figure 3b, the SβSβ/D model shows that the curve β-sheet layer of 

RRM1 in the shoulder-β side of one monomer RRM12 model (cyan in Figure 3b) inserts 

into the interstice of two β-sheet layers in the shoulder-β side of the other monomer RRM12 

model (green in Figure 3b) in parallel, and vice versa. In these two models there are two 

interfaces between two monomer models due to the combination along two shoulder sides 

of two monomer models, named shoulder-to-shoulder. The SβH1α/D model in Figure 3c 

shows that the α2-helix of head-1 side of one monomer RRM12 model (cyan in Figure 3c) 

inserts into the interstice with some angle of two β-sheet layers in the shoulder-β side of 

the other monomer RRM12 model (green in Figure 3c). The SβH1β/D model (Figure 3d) 

depicts that the curve β-sheet layer of head-1 side in one monomer RRM12 model (cyan in 

Figure 3d) inserts vertically into the interstice of two β-sheet layers in the shoulder-β side 

of the other monomer RRM12 model (green in Figure 3d). In these two models there still 

are two interfaces between two monomer models due to the combination of one shoulder 

side in one monomer model with a head side in the other monomer model, so called the 

shoulder-to-head. The H1H1/D model (Figure 3e) illustrates that the α2-helix of head-1 side 

in one monomer RRM12 model combines to that in the other monomer RRM12 model, 

which shows clearly one interface between two monomer models due to the combination 

of head-to-head.  

 

Analyses of binding free energies and interactions of the dimer models 

To address the aggregation abilities of the five dimer models, SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, 

SβH1β/D and H1H1/D, their binding free energies were investigated by using the MM-PBSA 

method based on their corresponding MD simulations. All energy terms and the total 
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binding free energies for these models are given in Table 1. The binding free energies of 

SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and H1H1/D dimer models are -84.07 kcal·mol-1, -73.14 

kcal·mol-1, -80.49 kcal·mol-1, -70.76 kcal·mol-1 and -43.83 kcal·mol-1, respectively. This 

result supports the experimental results that RRM1 and RRM2 themselves can cause the 

aggregation of TDP-43 in the absence of RNA. Moreover, based on their different energies 

of the five dimer models, their aggregation abilities with two interfaces between two 

monomer RRM12 models are evidently greater than that with one interface. As such, 

aggregation mechanisms related to the two monomer RRM12 models along the shoulder 

sides are more favorable.  

To further explore the interaction mechanisms between the two RRM12 monomer 

models in these dimers with the different binding modes, the percentages of occurrences 

of all possible hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interactions located at the interfaces for the 

five dimer models were extracted from the MD simulations and are shown in Table 2. The 

criteria include a donor−acceptor distance of <3.5 Å and a donor−proton−acceptor angle 

of >120° for a hydrogen bond, while a C−C distance of <4.5 Å for a hydrophobic 

interaction. It can be seen from Table 2 for the five dimers that the total occupancies of 

hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interaction are 523.81% and 584.64% for SαSβ/D model, 

422.26% and 427.00% for SβSβ/D, 455.24% and 812.28% for SβH1α/D, 425.80% and 

380.84% for SβH1β/D, and, 209.30% and 186.46% for H1H1/D, respectively. Obviously, 

the total occupancies for the hydrogen bond or hydrophobic interaction for SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, 

SβH1α/D and SβH1β/D models with two interfaces between two monomer RRM12 models 

are larger than those for H1H1/D one with one interface, which are consistent with the 

binding free energy calculations. Some binding sites have been found at the corresponding 

interfaces with the binding type of shoulder or head for these models. Moreover, the ionic 

interaction analysis for SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and H1H1/D models were 

calculated and are shown in Figure 4. Similarly, the criterion for an ionic interaction 
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includes a distance of <5.0 Å between the HN group of positive Arg or Lys and the O atom 

of negative Asp or Glu. It can be seen that the ionic interaction mainly occurred at the 

residue-pairs of Asp174-Lys176, Glu156-Arg171 and Arg165-Asp174 with the total 

occupancy of 261.9% for SαSβ/D model, the residue-pairs of Glu200-Lys140 and Arg165-

Glu261 with the total occupancy of 141.0% for SβSβ/D model, the residue-pairs of Lys136-

Asp174 and Lys145-Asp174 with the total occupancy of 177.6% for SβH1α/D model, the 

residue-pairs of Arg171-Glu261 and Glu246-Lys140 with the total occupancy of 187.2% 

for SβH1β/D model. Conversely, there is no ionic interaction for H1H1/D model. These 

results are consistent with the analyses of binding energies and interactions discussed above 

and the detail can be found in Supplementary Section S3. Figure 3 shows the binding 

interfaces in the dimer models, and as expected the rank of the binding areas in this 

interface is consistent with the order of the binding free energies and interactions in this 

interface. In conclusion, the greater the aggregation ability, the larger the binding area. 

To compare the energy and interaction differences of the aggregation mechanisms and 

to further provide the quantitative information of energy contributions of the residues, 

decompositions of the corresponding binding free energies into the key residues were 

performed for the five dimer models, and are shown in Figure 5a, b (only for SαSβ/D and 

H1H1/D dimer models). For the two models with the energy contributions of > 2 kcal·mol-

1 (i.e. the decomposition energy values less than -2 kcal·mol-1) (Figure 5), the distinct 

differences of energy decompositions occur mainly at several crucial residues. Clearly, the 

number of critical interaction sites in the SαSβ/D dimer model is more than the H1H1/D 

model. The number and locations of binding residue support the free energy calculations, 

and the results of hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interaction analyses. Other 

decomposition details of the remaining dimer models can be found in Figure S2. 

 

Structural modelling and energy analysis of tetramer models of RRM domains  
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To investigate the larger aggregation phenotype mediated by RRM1 and RRM2, two 

tetramer models of SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T based on the most stable SαSβ/D dimer model in 

the present work were built by using ZDOCK with the top energy scoring, and simulated 

by using the same method described above. The equilibrated conformations of SαSβ1/T and 

SαSβ2/T are shown in Figure 6a, b, and RMSD values are shown in Figure S1f. The SαSβ1/T 

tetramer model depicts that both head-1 sides associate with both head-1 sides, i.e. two 

dimers are bound together with the type of head-to-head along the shoulder horizontal 

direction. However, the SαSβ2/T tetramer model (Figure 6b) shows that both head-2 sides 

associate with both head-2 side of the SαSβ/D dimer model in the direction of head-to-head 

opposite to the first dimer, i.e. head-2 to head-2 along the tilt head direction. The binding 

free energies (Table S1 and Table S2) in the head-1-to-head-1 or head-2-to-head-2 

interfaces between two SαSβ/D dimer models for SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T tetramer models are 

respectively -62.52 kcal·mol-1 and -55.43 kcal·mol-1. The binding free energies are -89.30 

kcal·mol-1 and -99.99 kcal·mol-1 in the shoulder-to-shoulder interfaces of SαSβ/D dimer 

(cyan and green in Figure 6a) in the tetramer SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T models, respectively. 

These are more energetically favorable than the average binding free energy of -84.07 

kcal·mol-1 in the SαSβ/D model, which suggests that the affinity of shoulder-to-shoulder 

interface in the tetramer models is increased compared to the corresponding dimer model 

favoring the formation of tetramer aggregation. The details of others tetramer models from 

the SβSβ/D and SβH1α/D dimer models are also analyzed, and are shown in Section S4, 

Figure S1f, and Supplementary Figure S3. 

To investigate the relationship between structural dynamics and interactions, the 

dynamical fluctuations of every residue of the RRM12, SαSβ/D and SαSβ1/T models were 

determined by RMSF values (Figure 7a). RMSF values of the dimer SαSβ/D model and 

tetramer SαSβ1/T model are decreased compared to the RRM12 model, as a direct result of 

new hydrogen bond, hydrophobic and ionic interaction formations, which further supports 
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the interaction analysis (Table 2, Table S2 and Figure 4). Aggregations of the dimer SαSβ/D 

model and tetramer SαSβ1/T models are mainly achieved by parallel β-sheet layer of two 

RRM1 domains and the connecting flexible loops. As expected, the residues in β1, β3 and 

β5 of parallel β-sheet layer of RRM1 domain have the lower RMSF values. The increased 

affinity of shoulder-to-shoulder interface in the tetramer SαSβ1/T model may result from 

the allosteric communication from head-to-head interface to shoulder-to-shoulder interface. 

To address further the allosteric communication, the motion correlations of backbone 

atoms over 10 ns simulation time in the aggregation process from the dimer SαSβ/D model 

to tetramer SαSβ1/T model were calculated, and the corresponding cross correlation map is 

shown in Figure 7b. The range of the residue motion correlations was labeled from low 

anticorrelation (blue) to high correlations (red). Motions of α1 and α2 helices of the RRM1 

domains in the head-to-head interface significantly correlate with the motions of the 

parallel β-sheet layer (β1, β3 and β5) of the same RRM1 domains in the shoulder-to-

shoulder interface. These results imply the allosteric communication in the RRM1 domains 

from the α1 and α2 helices in the head-to-head interface to the parallel β-sheet layer in the 

shoulder-to-shoulder interface. 

 

The large oligomer aggregation characteristics 

To explore the large oligomer aggregation mechanism and to explain the pathogenic 

aggregation phenomenon in vivo 13, we further built large aggregation models based on the 

small aggregation models. SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T tetramer models display the similar 

structures, apart from the different association modes of head-1-to-head-1 or head-2-to-

head-2 from two SαSβ/D dimer models. Especially, each SαSβ/D dimer in the two tetramers 

still shows the similar conformations to the corresponding isolated SαSβ/D dimer. By using 

the superimposing method of PyMol program (http://www.pymol.org), the hexamer model 

was built (as called SαSβ/H model) from SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T tetramer model and is shown 

in Figure 8 with the scheme of the model. In detail, we use first an SαSβ/D dimer of the 

http://www.pymol.org/
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SαSβ2/T model overlapping on same one in SαSβ1/T model, then, by removing the repetitive 

SαSβ/D dimer. Based on this superimposing method above, the two possible paths for 

establishing the repeating octamer model from the SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T tetramer models 

are shown in Figure 9a, in which an octamer model from the SαSβ1/T tetramer model via 

the hexamer model can be obtained along two different overlapping directions on the 

SαSβ1/T tetramer model, i.e. by using the left SαSβ/D dimer of the SαSβ2/T tetramer model 

overlapping with the right SαSβ/D dimer of the SαSβ1/T tetramer model (path1 in Figure 9a) 

or by using the right SαSβ/D dimer overlapping with the left SαSβ/D dimer (path2 in Figure 

9a). The two octamer models built from these two paths are shown in Figure 9b, which 

possess the same repeating structure as the SαSβ1/T tetramer model in equal aggregation 

mode. Consequently, the large aggregation models were established using the similar 

approaches. For example, the dodecamer model was built by repeatable-superimposing 

method (Figure 9c), featuring a repeating, helical and rope-like aggregation mode. The 

rope-like structural characteristics were detected in previous experiments 38. The SαSβ/H 

hexamer model derived from path1 was simulated for 50 ns and the equilibrated 

conformation is shown in Figure S4. The small RMSD values support the stable of this 

hexamer model in aggregation (Figure S1g). The binding free energies for head-1-to-head-

1 and head-2-to-head-2 interfaces in hexamer SαSβ/H model are -70.52 kcal·mol-1 and -

91.10 kcal·mol-1, respectively. Moreover, the binding free energy of -120.93 kcal·mol-1 for 

the shoulder-to-shoulder interface of the center SαSβ/D dimer (cyan and green in Figure S4) 

of hexamer SαSβ/H model is more energetically favorable over that of -89.30 kcal·mol-1 of 

the SαSβ1/T dimer model. Our results suggest that the affinity of shoulder-to-shoulder 

interface in the center SαSβ/D dimer domains in hexamer SαSβ/H model experienced an 

increase by the formation of new head-1-to-head-1 and head-2-to-head-2 interfaces. The 

details of binding free energies are shown in Table S3. Our demonstrated stable hexamer 

model implies that studying aggregation process from tetramer to large oligomer 

aggregation using the repeatable-superimposing method is feasible, which generates a 
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repeating, helical and rope-like structure that likely mimics physiologic aggregation mode. 

 

DISCUSSION 

RRM1 dominated RRM domains dimerization  

Possible aggregation mechanisms of RRM domains were elucidated based on the 

structural characteristics and interactions of SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and H1H1/D 

dimer models. The energy decomposition and interaction support the hypothesis that the 

aggregation of the dimer SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D dimer models are mainly achieved by 

parallel β-sheet layer of two RRM1 domains and the connected flexible loops. In contrast, 

RRM2 domains are not a big play which have the weaker interactions and affinities in the 

aggregation. These observations are consistent with the experimental result which 

identified area of RRM1 binding to RNA40. Binding of RNA to RRM1 and RRM2 could 

prevent TDP-43 aggregation 29–32. β2 and β3 strands in both RRM1 and RRM2 provide 

mainly hydrophobic interactions, except that the contribution of RRM1 is higher than that 

of RRM2 for RNA target binding 19,41. For example, the interactions and affinities for 

protein aggregations in SαSβ/D model occurred mainly at Leu109 of β1; Leu147 of β3; 

Glu156, Val159, Met162 of α2; Asp165 of β4; Arg171, Asp174, Cys175, Lys176, Leu177 

of β5 in RRM1, which are associated with the domains for RNA binding, directly or 

indirectly. In particular, β1, β3 and β5 of two RRM1 domains form the typical interacting 

surface on the parallel β-sheet layer for RNA binding. The similar results were obtained in 

the dimer SβSβ/D and SβH1α/D models (Table S4). The binding sites located at the parallel 

β-sheet layers of the RRM12 dimers are almost in the same positions for RNA binding 

domains, suggesting that TDP-43 binding to RNA prior would prevent or slow down TDP-

43 aggregations due to the same binding sites. These results imply that the parallel β-sheet 

layer of two RRM1 domains plays an important role in the dimer aggregation, and RNA 

binding can protect the pathogenic aggregation of TDP-43, consistent with experimental 
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results 13,42,43. In addition, since the parallel β-sheet layer as the main structural feature of 

amyloid structure is widely accepted44, it is plausible that TDP-43 may form the large 

amyloid-like aggregation as a result of the interaction of the parallel β-sheet layer in two 

RRM1 domains. 

Importantly, the distance between two β sheets in two RRM1 domains for the SαSβ/D, 

SβSβ/D and SβH1α/D models (17.1Å, 16.4 Å and 19.8 Å) and parallel stacking of the two β 

sheets are comparable with amyloid-like structure (Figure 10a). In contrast, the distances 

for the SβH1β/D and H1H1/D models are longer (22.5 Å and 23.9 Å) (Figure 10a) and the 

two β sheets of two RRM1 domains are not parallel (Figure 3d, e). In this case, the parallel 

β-sheet structure would not form. As a result, the SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D and SβH1α/D models are 

likely favored to form large oligomer through amyloid-like aggregation. 

 

Analyses of the oligomer aggregation  

The larger models were built by taking advantage of the dimer models and the periodic 

nature of oligomer aggregation. The amyloid aggregation forms a cross-β structure, in 

which β-strands are oriented perpendicularly to the aggregation axis (Figure 11) and are 

assembled into β-sheet layers that run the length of the aggregation. In the tetramer models 

of SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T, the interactions in the shoulder-to-shoulder interface mainly 

occurred at Leu109 of β1, Phe147 of β3, Glu156, Val159, Met162, Ser163, Gln164 of α2, 

Asp165 of β4, Arg171, Asp174, Cys175, Lys176, Leu177 of β5 in RRM1, which are 

similar with those in the SαSβ/D dimer model. The details of the interactions in shoulder-

to-shoulder interface for SαSβ1/T, SαSβ2/T models are shown in Table S5. As expected, the 

residues in β1, β3 and β5 of parallel β-sheet layers of two RRM1 domains have the lower 

RMSF values. 

The distances between the two β-sheet layers of two RRM1 domains in the SαSβ1/T 

and SαSβ2/T models are 15.8 Å and 16.4 Å (Figure 10a), smaller than 17.1 Å in the SαSβ/D 
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model. The closeness of the parallel β-sheet layer induces decreased free energies in the 

shoulder-to-shoulder interface in the tetramer model. α1 and α2 helices of RRM1 domains 

in the head-to-head interface correlate with the parallel β-sheet layer (including β1, β3 and 

β5) in the same domains in the shoulder-to-shoulder interface with large cross-correlate 

coefficients (Figure 7), which represents the allosteric communication from α1 and α2 to 

the parallel β-sheet layer (i.e. β1, β3 and β5). Such communication is related to the 

structural changes around α1, α2 and the parallel β-sheet layer. Tetramer aggregation 

caused the movement of α1 and α2 in the head-to-head interface. The distances of two α1 

and two α2 in both RRM1 domains decreased from 37.0 Å to 36.6 Å and from 47.4 Å to 

46.7 Å, respectively (Figure 10b). Because α1 is connected to β1, and α2 is connected to 

β3 and β5, the movements of α1 and α2 is definitely related to the closeness of the parallel 

β-sheet layer, as expected from the correlations of α1 and α2 to the parallel β-sheet layer. 

The closeness of the parallel β-sheet layer indicates that the parallel β-sheet layers of RRM1 

of TDP-43 in the dimer model are also retained in the tetramer model which are 

perpendicular to the aggregation axis, likely facilitating the formation of amyloid-like 

aggregation. 

Furthermore, the large aggregation models were constructed by using the same 

repeatable-superimposing method described in the “The large oligomer aggregation 

characteristics”, in which the structural character with the repeatable, helical and rope-

like as a mimicked aggregation mode has been appeared by this oligomer model. The 

results obtained from the tetramer models may also satisfy the large aggregation models. 

This is because the parallel β-sheet layer still exists in the large aggregation, such as 

hexamer, octamer, dodecamer and so on, and orients perpendicularly to the aggregation 

axis. These interactions between the parallel β-sheet layers favor the formation of large 

aggregation. 
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Aggregation analysis of intact TDP-43 

The aggregation possibility of the intact TDP-43 protein was further studied. The 

intact TDP-43 model was constructed (Figure 12a, detail in Section S5), NTD and CTD 

connect RRM12 domain by two long and flexible linkers, and the average centroid 

distances between NTD and RRM12, and between CTD and RRM12 are 52.4 Å and 51.5 

Å, respectively. The average angle among the average centroid of NTD, the RRM12 and 

CTD is 130.5°. Since NTD and CTD are in the opposite direction on a nearly parallel line, 

and are relatively far from RRM12, the RRM domains mediated aggregations are not 

occupied by NTD and CTD, which retain enough aggregation space to expose binding 

motifs. The aggregated dimer of intact TDP-43 was constructed using the same 

superimposing approach of the five dimer models. For example, the overlaid full TDP-43 

dimer structure based on SαSβ/D is shown in Figure 12b. It can be seen that NTD and CTD 

do not affect TDP-43 dimer aggregation become the large space are retained to expose the 

aggregation binding motifs. The other full TDP-43 dimer structures are shown in Figure 

S5. Similarly, the tetramer, hexamer, octamer, dodecamer and large oligomer aggregation 

model of TDP-43 can be constructed based the SαSβ1/T model. In summary NTD and CTD 

may not prevent the aggregation of TDP-43 because the unoccupied binding motifs for 

aggregations. Those results predict that the TDP-43 may have the similar aggregation 

ability with RRM domains. 

 

CONCLUSION 

We performed molecular dynamics simulations, binding free energy calculations and 

interaction analyses of the monomer, dimer, tetramer and larger oligomer of RRM domains 

in TDP-43 to reveal their aggregation mechanism and aggregation process from small 

oligomer to large aggregation. Amongst five dimer SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and 

H1H1/D models of TDP-43, the SαSβ/D model was found most stable. Aggregation of the 
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SαSβ/D dimer model is mainly achieved by interactions of the parallel β-sheet layers of two 

RRM1 domains, indicating the characteristics of amyloid-like structure. TDP-43 binding 

to RNA results in preventing or slowing down TDP-43 aggregations due to the same sites 

for RNA binding and dimer aggregation. In the tetramer models, the movement of α1 and 

α2 in the head-to-head interface induced the closeness of the parallel β-sheet layers in 

RRM1 domains in the shoulder-to-shoulder interface, causing decreased binding free 

energy in the shoulder-to-shoulder interface for the tetramer and large oligomer 

aggregations. In the large aggregation models built using the same repeatable-

superimposing method based on the tetramer model, RRM domains-mediated structural 

characteristics of the repeating, helical and rope-like aggregation mode may drive amyloid-

like aggregation. The parallel β-sheet layers also exist in the large aggregation and are 

perpendicular to the aggregation axis, the interactions of which favor aggregation. In the 

same way, intact TDP-43 and RRM domains may have the similar ability and mode for the 

large amyloid-like aggregations due to sufficient space and exposed aggregation motifs. 

Our results imply that the RRM1 domains could play an important role in TDP-43 

aggregation process. The mimicked aggregation mode is helpful for understanding the 

amyloid-like aggregation mechanism of TDP-43, and providing theoretical basis for ALS 

and FTLD disease prevention. 

 

METHODS 

Model building of TDP-43 aggregation models 

Five initial dimer models were produced from the average structure of the monomer 

RRM12 model by using the protein-protein docking 39,45,46, and the details of construction 

process can be found in supplementary Section 1. The tetramer models were construction 

based on the average structure of the most stable dimer SαSβ/D model using the same 

method. The large aggregation models, such as hexamer, octamer, dodecamer and so on, 

were constructed using the superimposing-creating method, and the details of construction 
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process can be found in “The large oligomer aggregation characteristics”. The model 

system was explicitly solvated by using the transferable intermolecular potential 3P (TIP3P) 

water inside a rectangular box large enough to ensure the solvent shell extended to 8Å in 

all directions of this model. 19 Na+ and 16 Cl− counterions were added to achieve 

electroneutrality and to satisfy the experimental ionic strength of 75 mM for the RRM12 

model. 

 

Molecular dynamics simulation and ZDOCK  

MD simulations for the monomer, dimer, tetramer and hexamer models, including 

minimization, heating and equilibration, were performed by using a classical AMBER 

parm99 47, which was run with sander module of AMBER16 package 48. The details of the 

MD procedure are given in Supplementary Section 2. The Cpptraj and Ptraj utilities of the 

AMBER16 program were used to obtain root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), average 

structures, hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interactions etc. 49. ZDOCK’s algorithm based 

on Fast Fourier Transform searches all possible binding modes by changing the 

translational and rotational positions of proteins, and each mode was evaluated by a 

comprehensive energy scoring function which includes some terms of shape 

complementarity, electrostatics and statistical potential50–52. ZDOCK software was used to 

search for possible binding conformations of RRM12 domain (version 3.0.2, http://zdock. 

umassmed. edu/) 39,50–52. The details of the docking procedure are available in 

Supplementary Section 2.  

 

Binding free energy analyses 

The molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA) method was 

used to perform the binding free energy analyses in AMBER16 package 53,54. The binding 

free energy (ΔGbinding) was calculated based on followed equation (1):  
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ΔGbinding = Gcomplex - (Gligand + Greceptors)             (1) 

,where Gcomplex, Gligand, and Greceptors are the free energies of complex, ligand and receptor 

calculated from the snapshots of the MD trajectories, respectively. The binding free energy 

was calculated as follows (2):  

ΔGbinding = ΔHbinding - TΔS 

= ΔEMM + ΔGsolv - TΔS                    (2) 

Because TΔS term usually is costly in terms of computational resource and standard 

deviation is too large from normal-mode, which could be neglected when receptor and 

ligand have similar conformations in the binding free energy calculation 55. The details of 

the MM-PBSA method can be found in Supplementary Section 6. 
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Data availability 

The structure of RRM12 model of TDP-43 is available from the Protein Data Bank 
under the following codes: 2CQG, 1WF0 and 4BS2.  
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Compositions of TDP-43 protein. (a) The RRM12 domains are connected to 

NTD (in red) and CTD (in magenta) by the N-loop and C-loop, respectively. 

RRM12 domains contain the RRM1 (in purple) domain and RRM2 (in orange) 

domain that are connected by a α-linker. (b) The domain organization of the 

RRM12 domains are represented by the five β-strands (β1, β2, β3, β4, β5) and 

two mutually vertical α-helixes (α1, α2) of each RRM1 (in purple) domain and 

RRM2 (in orange) domain, respectively.  

Figure 2. (a) RMSD of heavy atoms with respect to the initial structure of the RRM12 

system. (b) The average structure of the RRM12 system. The RRM1 domain and 

the RRM2 domain are colored in purple and orange, respectively. 

Figure 3. Average structures and the corresponding non-transparent surfaces of (a) dimer 

SαSβ/D, (b) SβSβ/D, (c) SβH1α/D, (d) SβH1β/D and (e) H1H1/D systems, 

respectively. Two monomers in the five dimer models are colored in cyan and 

green, respectively.  

Figure 4. The ionic interaction occupancies between two monomer RRM12 from the 

simulations of the dimer models of (a) SαSβ/D, (b) SβSβ/D, (c) SβH1α/D and (d) 

SβH1β/D, respectively. 

Figure 5. MM-PBSA energy decompositions between two monomer RRM12 representing 

(kcal·mol-1) into the residues of RRM12 domains for the dimer (a) SαSβ/D and 

(b) H1H1/D models. 

Figure 6. Average structures of the tetramer models of (a) SαSβ1/T and (b) SαSβ2/T. The 

shoulder-to-shoulder, head-1-to-head-1 and head-2-to-head-2 interfaces were 

marked by dash lines. 

Figure 7. The residues fluctuations for the (a) the RRM12 (black line), SαSβ/D (red line) 

and SαSβ1/T (blue line) models. (b) Dynamical cross-correlation maps calculated 
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from the first 10 ns of the SαSβ1/T model. The key subregions are marked by 

squared in black. 

Figure 8. The recipe to construct the hexamer model of SαSβ/H by superimposing two 

tetramer models of SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T. 

Figure 9. (a) The scheme to construct the periodic octamer model by superimposing the 

tetramer models of SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T in different orders. (b) The full equal 

structures of the two hexamer models constructed along two different 

overlapping directions. (c) The structure of the dodecamer model constructed 

using the similar constructing pathways. 

Figure 10. Time-dependences of distances (a) between two β-sheets in two RRM1 domains 

for the dimer models of the SαSβ/D (black), SβSβ/D (red), SβH1α/D (blue), SβH1β/D 

(magenta), H1H1/D (green) and the tetramer models of the SαSβ1/T (purple) and 

SαSβ2/D (deep blue); (b) the distances of two α1 in both RRM1 domains and two 

α2 in both RRM1 domains in dimer model of SαSβ/D (oranges) and the tetramer 

model of SαSβ1/T (light blue). 

Figure 11. The aggregation axis existed in the large oligomer model. The inset represents 

that the parallel β-sheet layer orients perpendicularly to the aggregation axis. 

Figure 12. (a) Average structure of the complete TDP-43. The average centroid distances 

between NTD and RRM12, between CTD and RRM12, and the average angle 

among the average centroid of NTD, RRM12 and CTD were labeled. (b) The full 

TDP-43 dimer structure constructed based on SαSβ/D model. NTD: N-terminal 

domain, CTD: C-terminal domain. 
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Table 1. Components of the MM-PBSA free energies (kcal·mol-1) for the SαSβ/D, 

SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and H1H1/D dimer models 

Model SαSβ/D SβSβ/D SβH1α/D SβH1β/D H1H1/D 
ΔEele -399.04 -258.23 -274.65 -296.07 -142.78 
ΔEvdw -127.30 -121.59 -142.82 -125.85 -63.07 
ΔEint 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ΔGnp/solv -17.27 -17.58 -17.76 -17.59 -7.91 
ΔGpb/solv 459.53 324.26 354.73 368.75 169.93 

ΔGnp -144.57 -139.17 -160.58 -143.44 -70.98 
ΔGpb 60.49 66.03 80.09 72.68 27.15 

ΔHbinding -84.07 -73.14 -80.49 -70.76 -43.83 

ΔGnp = ΔEvdw + ΔGnp/solv, ΔGpb = ΔEele + ΔGpb/solv 

ΔHbinding = ΔGnp + ΔGpb + ΔEint 
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Table2. Occupancies (%) of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions between 

different RRM12 monomer for the SαSβ/D, SβSβ/D, SβH1α/D, SβH1β/D and H1H1/D 

models 

SαSβ/D  Occupancy% Gln 182 HE21-NE2…O 144 Ser 57.28 
Hydrogen bonds  Ser 163 O…HE-NE    197 Arg 55.16 
Asp 174 OD*…HZ*-NZ 176 Lys 95.70 Gln 184 O…H*-N*    171 Arg 48.74 
Arg 165 OD*…HZ*-NZ   174 Asp 80.62 Asp 174 O*…HZ*-NZ  145 Lys 43.72 
Cys 175 HH22-NH2…OD* 176 Lys 74.06 Asp 174 O*…HZ*-NZ  136 Lys 39.44 
Met 162 O* …H*-NZ    176 Lys 70.82 Hydrophobic interactions  
Glu 156 O …HZ*-NZ    171 Arg 70.06 Met 162 C*…C*   147 Leu 99.84 
Glu 156 OE*…HH12-NH2 171 Arg 59.81 Val 159 CG*…CG  178 Pro 93.96 
Arg 165 H-N…O        174 Asp 38.38 Phe 127 CZ…CD2  229 Phe 91.52 
Lys 263 OE*…HE-NE    263 Lys 34.36 Leu 177 CD1…CD* 109 Leu 89.10 
Hydrophobic interactions  Val 159 CG*…CD1  107 Ile 86.10 
Val 159 CG*…CD1 109 Leu 92.42 Met 162 C*…CD1   107 Ile 81.50 
Pro 262 CD … CB 262 Pro 82.82 Trp 172 CZ3…CB   228 Ala 71.18 
Pro 262 CD … CB 262 Pro 76.94 Leu 177 CB*…CE2* 147 Leu 70.82 
Leu 177 CD1…CD2 109 Leu 73.72 Val 159 CG1…CE2  149 Phe 64.00 
Val 159 CG1…CD  147 Leu 70.56 Trp 155 CD…CB    178 Pro 32.92 
Leu 177 CD1…C*  147 Leu 71.96 Met 167 CG…CD1   226 Phe 31.34 
Leu 177 CD*…CD1 147 Leu 69.82 SβH1β Occupancy% 
His 264 CD2…CE  263 Lys 46.40 Hydrogen bonds  
SβSβ/D Occupancy% Arg 165 HH11-NH1…OG 180 Ser 91.66 
Hydrogen bonds  Arg 171  H*-N*…OE* 261 Glu 90.28 
Glu 261 OE…HH*-OE** 165 Arg 97.90 Arg 227 HZ*-NZ …OE* 261 Glu 90.02 
Trp 172 H-N…O       183 Ser 80.90 Arg 171  H*-N*…OE*   261 Glu  85.04 
Trp 172 HE1-NE1…OD* 185 Asp 69.32 Arg 165 H*-N*…O*    258 Ser 68.80 
Arg 171 HH21-NH2…OG 258 Ser 65.20 Hydrophobic interactions   
Arg 171 HH22-NH2…O  259 Asn 60.78 Leu 109 CD1…CD1  229 Phe 96.42 
Lys 140 HZ*-NZ…OE*  200 Glu 48.16 Pro 187 CD… CD11 139 Leu 83.52 
Hydrophobic interactions  Val 159 CG2…CE1  147 Phe 76.30 
Trp 113 CE3…CE2 229 Phe 99.66 Trp 172 CB…C*    188 Leu 63.30 
Phe 194 C*…C*   113 Trp 90.42 Trp 172 CD…CD    194 Phe 61.30 
Phe 147 CZ…CG   147 Leu 89.60 H1H1/D Occupancy% 
Phe 147 CE…CD2  109 Leu 75.80 Hydrogen bonds  
His 143 CD2…CD2 229 Phe 71.52 Met 167 O…HE21-NE2 164 Gln 87.90 
SβH1α Occupancy% Glu 122 O…HH11-NH1 165 Arg 80.10 
Hydrogen bonds  Met 167 H-N…OE1    164 Gln 41.30 
Asp 185 OD*…HH1-NH1 165 Arg 82.78 Hydrophobic interactions  
Gln 164 OE1…HE2-NE2 256 His 64.90 Trp 123 CD1…CZ3 172 Trp 99.20 
Gln 182 HE22-NE2…O  111 Leu 63.22 Ile 168 CD1…CD3 127 Phe 87.26 
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Figures

Figure 1

Compositions of TDP-43 protein. (a) The RRM12 domains are connected to NTD (in red) and CTD (in
magenta) by the N-loop and C-loop, respectively. RRM12 domains contain the RRM1 (in purple) domain
and RRM2 (in orange) domain that are connected by a α-linker. (b) The domain organization of the
RRM12 domains are represented by the �ve β-strands (β1, β2, β3, β4, β5) and two mutually vertical α-
helixes (α1, α2) of each RRM1 (in purple) domain and RRM2 (in orange) domain, respectively.

Figure 2

(a) RMSD of heavy atoms with respect to the initial structure of the RRM12 system. (b) The average
structure of the RRM12 system. The RRM1 domain and the RRM2 domain are colored in purple and
orange, respectively.



Figure 3

Average structures and the corresponding non-transparent surfaces of (a) dimer SαSβ/D, (b) SβSβ/D, (c)
SβH1α/D, (d) SβH1β/D and (e) H1H1/D systems, respectively. Two monomers in the �ve dimer models
are colored in cyan and green, respectively.



Figure 4

The ionic interaction occupancies between two monomer RRM12 from the simulations of the dimer
models of (a) SαSβ/D, (b) SβSβ/D, (c) SβH1α/D and (d) SβH1β/D, respectively.

Figure 5

MM-PBSA energy decompositions between two monomer RRM12 representing (kcalm· ol-1) into the
residues of RRM12 domains for the dimer (a) SαSβ/D and (b) H1H1/D models.



Figure 6

Average structures of the tetramer models of (a) SαSβ1/T and (b) SαSβ2/T. The shoulder-to-shoulder,
head-1-to-head-1 and head-2-to-head-2 interfaces were marked by dash lines.

Figure 7

The residues �uctuations for the (a) the RRM12 (black line), SαSβ/D (red line) and SαSβ1/T (blue line)
models. (b) Dynamical cross-correlation maps calculated from the �rst 10 ns of the SαSβ1/T model. The
key subregions are marked by squared in black.



Figure 8

The recipe to construct the hexamer model of SαSβ/H by superimposing two tetramer models of
SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T.



Figure 9

(a) The scheme to construct the periodic octamer model by superimposing the tetramer models of
SαSβ1/T and SαSβ2/T in different orders. (b) The full equal structures of the two hexamer models
constructed along two different overlapping directions. (c) The structure of the dodecamer model
constructed using the similar constructing pathways.

Figure 10

Time-dependences of distances (a) between two β-sheets in two RRM1 domains for the dimer models of
the SαSβ/D (black), SβSβ/D (red), SβH1α/D (blue), SβH1β/D (magenta), H1H1/D (green) and the
tetramer models of the SαSβ1/T (purple) and SαSβ2/D (deep blue); (b) the distances of two α1 in both
RRM1 domains and two α2 in both RRM1 domains in dimer model of SαSβ/D (oranges) and the tetramer
model of SαSβ1/T (light blue).



Figure 11

The aggregation axis existed in the large oligomer model. The inset represents that the parallel β-sheet
layer orients perpendicularly to the aggregation axis.

Figure 12



(a) Average structure of the complete TDP-43. The average centroid distances between NTD and RRM12,
between CTD and RRM12, and the average angle among the average centroid of NTD, RRM12 and CTD
were labeled. (b) The full TDP-43 dimer structure constructed based on SαSβ/D model. NTD: N-terminal
domain, CTD: C-terminal domain.
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